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Oman Air oﬀers Attractive Family Fares for Khareef
In its eﬀorts promoting internal tourism, providing more facilities and price discounts for its valued
customers, Oman Air has oﬀered wide range of fares for family members who aspire to spend their
holidays enjoying the hazy climate and spells of rain during the Khareef season in Salalah.
Commenting on the occasion, Mr. Ahmed bin Mohammad Al Amri, Oman Air District Sales MangerSalalah said, Oman Air is happy to be playing a pioneer roll in activating internal tourism by
sponsoring many assemblies and occasions within our beloved country Oman. Since Oman Air is the
oﬃcial carrier for Salalah Khareef festival, which includes various activities such as cultural
demonstration, heritage attractions and family entertainment magnetizing thousands of tourists,
Oman Air has oﬀered special fares for families, who are interested to escape the summer heat, as
follows:
All prices excluding taxes

Parents + children less
than 12 years

Parents RO 60 each Children RO 20
each

One months validity only

Parents + children less
than 12 years

Parents RO 50 each Children RO 10
each up to 5 numbers RO 17 each from
the 6th child and above

One month valid ticket, valid
for travel from Saturday to
Tuesday only

He added, "There are special discounts for our passengers, who are regularly traveling to Salalah or
Muscat which includes 4 tickets at RO 177, a saving of RO 95 on this oﬀer. The validity of these
tickets is one month.

He concluded saying, "The supposed prices will be preset throughout the year, and not only during
Khareef festival, but also. For further information, do not hesitate to may call Oman Air Contact
Center at tel. 24707222 from 7am to 12 midnight, or you can visit your nearest Oman Air oﬃce, or
your travel agent.
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